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OUR 
COMPANY 
 

PRODUCTS 
& SERVICES 
 

Much more than just a company name – Dovake

is a new way of thinking in the operable wall 

market. Dovake delivers great value for money 

with the added benefit of higher standards than 

other operable wall products. Our designs are 

modern, flexible and offer the ultimate in choice, 

quality, performance and delivery. We offer 

architects and builder’s quality, flexibility and 

professional service. Our products are designed in 

Australia, available worldwide and undergo 

thorough testing to ensure a ‘Perfect performance’ 

every time that will leave a lasting impression.  

Life just got easier - Dovake 

 

 

Dovake   100 SERIES                                      

FRAMELESS GLASS WALL                                                                           

Dovake  SOUNDSTOP 65 SERIES                    
DOUBLE GLAZED OPERABLE WALL 

Dovake  SERIES                                               
ACOUSTIC RATED OPERABLE WALL 

Dovake 100 SERIES                      
FRAMELESS GLASS OPERABLE WALLS 

Dovake SOUNDSTOP 65 SERIES                                   
DOUBLE GLAZED OPERABLE WALLS 

Dovake SOUNDSTOP SERIES                       
ACOUSTIC OPERABLE WALLS 

Dovake ACCORDIONS                                    
ECONOMICAL DOOR SYSTEMS 

REPAIRS & SERVICING 

ADVICE & PLANNING 

Dovake                                     
DOOR HARDWARE    



  

    

         

        

DESIGNS  
& SERVICES 
 Dovake has the product to meet your designs and 

needs. From small to major projects with large 
layouts we can meet your requirements. We have 
had experience doing panels up to 23.5 square 
meters each, which are some of the largest panels in 
the world if not the largest. So you can feel safe in 
the knowledge of knowing we have the expertise to 
handle your project. We are able to offer architects 
and designers advice on any part of your project, 
from specification requirements for your application 
to help with finishes. We have a large range of 
standard finishes to meet any budget and can tailor 
products to meet your requirements. Dovake has 

a large option list which includes items like fixed 
seals, mechanical seals pass doors, inset pass doors, 
light duty carriers, heavy duty carriers and these are 
just a small selection of options available. Let 
Dovake help you with your next project for easy 

design and ‘perfect performance’ and quality. 

Contact us:                         www.Dovake.com 
Tel : 0011 64 + 02 95539107 
Fax : 0011 64 + 02 85397600 
Unit 19/4 Ethel Road 
Kirrawee N.S.W. 2232 
Australia  

TRACKING 
& CARRIERS 
 
Dovake has tracking systems light and heavy duty, 

that use conventional multi-disc type carriers for 
multi-directional layouts and our carriers are 
programmable for complicate layout designs which 
is unique to Dovake. Our tracking uses a steel  

cleating system, which makes the install of the track 
simple to a verity of situation from fixing to steel or 
concrete slabs. All of our stacking arrangement bays 
for the stacking of panels are fully welded for 
strength and reinforced with steel plates. Our 
tracking is high tensile aluminium for strength and 
serviceability in mind.  



 

When choosing an operable wall 

product for your next project it is 

important to consider more than 

just aesthetics and sound ratings. 

We have found over many years

of dealing with customer’s 

projects that when we look at the 

requirements of any given project 

we find unique needs which are 

often overlooked. These can 

sometimes affect the 

performance of the operable 

wall.  

Useful advice Achieve goals 
Our goal in any project is that 

our operable walls systems 

work to their full potential. We 

do that by providing step by 

step consultation and design to 

overcome any design 

requirements and construction 

issues as they arise. By 

approaching our projects in 

this manner we can deliver 

perfect performance.     

The Dovake 100 series frameless glass 

wall is one of the most attractive of our 
range. Create stunning effects with vast 
expanses of seamless, floating glass. This 
system is world leading in both design and 
technology including features only exclusive 
to Dovake. We are the first and only 
company to offer retractable bottom seals, 
removing any problems with irregularities in 
floors. We offer interior and exterior models 
to meet your requirements.      

 Dovake 100 SERIES                    

FRAMELESS GLASS OPERABLE WALLS 

Dovake Soundstop is one of the most versatile 

and attractive products on the market today. This 
product has the aesthetics and advantages of glass,
with the acoustic properties of a conventional
acoustic wall. With this in mind allows designers and 
architects to use the added advantages of light to 
make areas more inviting and them seam larger and 
lighter. This product can still have the privacy of a
solid wall by using internal blinds or tinted glass the 
options are endless with this series of operable walls.   

The Soundstop series is one of the most 
user friendly operable wall systems ever;
with its sleek lines and hidden fixings this 
series leads the market in design and
affordability. This product has all the best 
features you would expect from a quality 
operable wall. Our series of acoustic walls 
really needs to be seen to appreciated, as 
it far out performs its competitors. So you 
can’t afford not to contact us for your 
next acoustic wall.     

Dovake  SOUNDSTOP 65 SERIES                                   
DOUBLE GLAZED OPERABLE WALLS 

Dovake  SERIES                       
ACOUSTIC OPERABLE WALLS 

We provide a unique integrated approach 

that can help you manage your project

small or large with our wide range of 

products and services  

‘Perfect performance’ 
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Unparallel levels of quality manufacture 

Panels are manufactured in our factory by trained assemblers to 
strict quality control. All of our manufacture processes are world 
class and our specialized equipment allows us to streamline 
production. We have Computer program cutting systems that are 
used for exact sizing. All of our panels go through our quality 
control programs before they are packed and dispatched.    

 


